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WELCOME
Hi, we’re Vision One Technologies and this
is our audio visual showcase.

Vision One Technologies has been

We cater for a range of industries

providing

including:

excellence

in

the

AV/IT

education,

hospitality,

(Audio, Visual, Information Technology)

retail trade, finance and real estate,

industry

to

professional services, accomodation,

Melbourne’s schools and businesses.

for

almost

20

years

entertainment, government, corporate

Vision One offers an expansive range of

and many more. Our Audio Visual

integrated solutions, tailor-made to fit

Showcase

every project and any budget.

highlight some of our more recent
projects.

has

been

designed

to

5

Technology is what
we live for.
Create the vision and
deliver the solution.
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The Evermore, by Landence

Sec. 01

Client : Landence Group

Vision One Technologies has been

Interested in video walls? Check out

servicing both small and large-scale

our Motorola Solutions NEC showcase

organisations for almost 20 years. With

on page 7. What about a curved wall?

everything from meeting room projec-

Beaumont Tiles on page 15 tells you

tion and boardroom touchscreens to

all you need to know. And everybody

open-space video walls, curved projec-

likes video conferencing, right? Our

tion and edge-blending, Vision One has

Polycom-powered and USB-utilised

Landence reached out to Vision One‘s creative design and instal-

a solution for any project and every

VC fit-outs at The Knowles Group and

lation team to commission a custom-developed 1×4 portrait video

budget.

MiTek are what you’re after.

wall for the reception area of their brand new The Evermore display

Date : May 2018
Products : Philips 55” LED Video Wall Displays,
BrightSign XD Media Player, Vogels Brackets

suite. We installed 4x Philips BDL5588XH video wall display panels
on 4x Vogels PFW 6875 Portrait Pop-Out video wall brackets. All
content was custom-developed, stretched and scaled to suit a 4K
resolution and played back on a loop via a BrightSign XD1033 Player.
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Elite Football
Client : Elite Football
Date : January 2018
Products : Philips Video Wall, VuePix LED Digital
Advertising Hoarding, BrightSign Media Players, Kramer VIA GOs, LG Display Panels.

Elite Football in Maribyrnong is Melbourne’s ultimate indoor soccer
experience. The team at Vision One Technologies – with no shortage
of their own indoor football fanatics – collaborated with the team
at Elite to create a stunning audio visual showpiece for their new
facility. Hanging 6 metres above the artificial turf below, 9x Phillips
Video Wall Display Panels were hung on a Vogel’s custom brackets.

Audio Visual Showcase
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Elite Football
20m lengths of Vuepix LED advertising signage (5 advertising boards,

Across the breadth of the facility, 4x Audac Spherical Hanging Sound

4x indoor LG 75” Display Panels and 1x outdoor VuePix LED Display

Products : inDESIGN SoundBars, Audac Audio

each at 4m wide) hugged the perimeter of each pitch. Integrated

Projector Speakers were installed. These spherical speakers were

were installed in front of each football pitch. The objective was to

System, Wyrestorm Network HD Control Sys-

with static/boxed advertising, our digital advertising solution offered

installed to provide an augmented audio experience, playing back an

provide the necessary AV hardware to facilitate the integration of a

tem, Australian Monitor Equipment Rack.

a cost-effective indoor simulation to that of traditional outdoor

.mp3 file that simulates the sounds of traditional European crowd

mobile scoring system. Under our installed set-up, a match referee

football stadiums. Each 5-cluster LED video wall for advertising was

chanting/singing. 65” LG Semi-Commercial Display Panels were fit-

connects his mobile device to one of 5 Kramer VIA GO Wireless Pres-

paired with a BrightSign Networked Media Player/Signage Playback

ted in the Bar, Reception, Gym and Meeting Rooms, each providing a

entation Devices, each paired with an individual digital scoreboard.

Device for advertising content and playback scheduling while all

combination of live TV and digital signage. The system was powered

With the NetworkHD Touch mobile app installed on an iPad device,

content was built and delivered in-house by Vision One.

by Wyrestorm’s Video over IP Solution and iPad interface control.

user control is as simple as drag ‘n’ drop.
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Austin Health
Client : Austin Health
Date : July 2017
Products : Hitachi Projector, Crestron Control,
Audac Audio System, Screen Technics Screen

The new Duckboard Function Centre at Austin Health’s Repat site in
Heidelberg combines both iPad and Crestron control systems, emphasising the integration of all aspects of the audio visual spectrum.
A high brightness Hitachi projector was installed on a custom wall
bracket - projecting onto a fixed frame screen - while Audac column
speakers, a subwoofer and a custom lectern completed the solution.
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Fisher & Paykel Healthcare
Client : Fisher & Paykel Healtchare
Date : March 2017
Products : Epson G-Series, LG LX & LW Series
Displays, Kramer VIA Connect Pro & RTI Control

Fisher & Paykel’s showpiece Seminar Room featured two highbrightness Epson G-Series projectors, powered by an RTI control
system and a Kramer VIA Connect Pro Wireless Collaboration Device.
Each meeting room was also equipped with 55”, 65” and 75” LG
semi-commercial display panels in addition to projectors, projection
screens and JED projector keypad control systems.
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The Knowles Group
Client : The Knowles Group
Date : August 2016
Products : Epson Projector, Samsung ED Series
Displays, Polycom RealPresence, Ceiling Mics

The Boardroom at The Knowles Group - parent company of Arcare
Aged Care - was transformed into a dual-operating AV landscape.
With an Epson projector and motorised screen at one end and a
Samsung 82” display with a Polycom RealPresence Group 310 Video
Conference System at the other, we created the flexibility for mutliuse functions in a single space. Audio Technica ceiling mics controlled via a Q-Sys DSP system and RTI control via a wall-mounted
docking station were also installed.
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VIDEO CONFERENCE
HuddleCamHD cameras are the perfect

Our conference system is highlighted

cameras for professional video confer-

by the Biamp Devio. Its microphone

encing. Designed with a wide variety of

has three 120-degree zones, providing

conferencing setups in mind, there is a

full 360-degree coverage. The micro-

HuddleCamHD solution that will work

phone tracks and intelligently mixes

for any situation. We’ve created an

conversation from around the table,

economical USB-conference solution to

allowing far-end conference partici-

offer both practicality and performance

pants to experience the conversation

at an affordable price.

as it unfolds.

MiTek
Client : MiTek

MiTek highlights our custom-built USB-powered video conference
solution. With a sleek and unobtrusive Biamp omni-directional

Date : May 2017

ceiling microphone and a 3x zoom PTZ HuddleCamHD USB Camera,
MiTek scored with our value-economy solution. A full HD NEC pro-

Products : NEC M403HG, HuddleCam USB PTZ,

jector with ceiling speakers were also installed to compliment the

Biamp Devio. Ceiling Speakers, Mixer/Amp

overall solution.
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Beaumont Tiles

Client : BlueRock Group

Client : Beaumont Tiles

Date : May 2018

Date : May 2016

Products : Biamp Devio Conference System,

Products

HuddleCam, Blue Gum B-Series Lectern

LS422 Digital Signage Media Player

: Epson EB-G6070WNL, BrightSign

We supplied and installed a custom-built Blue Gum B-Series Single

We supplied and installed a digital signage-powered projection

Bay Multimedia Lectern. The lectern – coated in a bright fuschia

system to a curved wall surface at Beaumont Tiles’ new studio in

colour – was fitted with an Acer 23” touch screen. The touch screen

Malvern East. An Epson EB-G6070WNL Projector was strategically

received a split HDMI feed from an existing PC, allowing users to op-

installed 2.7 metres from the curved wall surface. The projec-

erate and control the PC from the lectern’s interactive touch screen.

tor delivered a stunning 4.2m wide x 2.6m high projection image.

Our team also adapted the tabletop microphone from the Biamp

Geometric correction was used to achieve a squared display against

Devio Tabletop Conference System to the lectern and installed a

the convex wall. A BrightSign LS422 Media Player was also installed

HuddleCam and gooseneck mic for a USB-powered VC solution.

while a looped video file provided content for playback.
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Comdain Infrastructure
A Samsung interactive 75” LED commercial display panel, 6x 8” in-

An LG LX Series 65” commercial display panel with in-built tuner

Comdain’s top floor accommodated two meeting rooms. In the first,

ceiling flush mounted speakers, an Australian Monitor 120w mixer/

was installed in the building’s ground floor lunchroom. A hidden

a Samsung 55” commercial display panel was installed to the front

amplifier and a JED keypad controller was installed in Comdain’s

wall plate located below the bench was also provided for seldom

wall. The second saw the installation of an NEC P451WG projector.

new premium showcase boardroom in Epping. The reception area

laptop connectivity. The building’s IT quarters saw the installation

Both rooms were controlled by a JED T440. Finally, seven meeting

saw the installation of an LG 49” LED hospitality display panel with

of two Samsung 48” commercial display panels on static mounts.

room spaces were fitted with Evoko room management systems. The

Products : Evoko Room Manager, Samsung Dis-

in-built tuner for free-to-air television. Networked BrightSign media

The panels were selected to be utilised by IT staff for infrastructure

Evoko room manager was the ideal mobile and point-to-point meet-

plays, Epson Projectors, JED T440s, BrightSign

players for digital signage were also installed to the rear of each

monitoring and overview. JED T440 Keypad controllers were also

ing room booking system that integrated seamlessly with Comdain’s

Media Players, Ceiling & Powered Speakers

panel for content and promotional playback.

provided for operational command of each space.

pre-existing Microsoft Office infrastructure.

Client : Comdain Infrastructure
Date : August 2015

Perfect Picture
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DISPLAYS OR WALLS?

O’Brien Group Arena
Client : O’Brien Group Arena

It’s an age-old question. Well, not re-

Our range of Samsung, LG, NEC, Pana-

ally. But it’s one that we often ask our

sonic, Hitachi and BenQ display panels

clients! How will you benefit from a

cover a range of budget and perfor-

large commercial display screen versus

mance requirements. We can also acti-

a video wall and vice versa. There’s no

vate a hidden interactive power in any

real right or wrong answer - in fact, we

large display or video wall solution.

Date : December 2015
Products : LG 84WS70BS-B 84” Display Panel

The LG 84WS70BS-B in the O’Brien Group Arena entranceway was

have both bases covered for you for

designed to deliver crucial content clearly and precisely. Its resolu-

whichever you select!

tion is 4 times larger than standard full HD, making the process of
discerning a single pixel almost impossible. The 84” LG LED Ultra
HD large resolution display panel was installed on a designated wall
space while a digital signage media player was cabled to provide
visual playback content for marketing and information. The screen
size itself is equal to four 42” display panels and was chosen as the
final solution over the proposal of a video wall.
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Electrical Trades Union
Client : ETU - Morwell & Geelong
Date : June 2017
Products : Epson EB-4750W Projectors, Grandview 110” Motorised Smart Screens, Kramer VIA
Connect Pro, Crestron 7” Touch Screen

Projectors were upgraded to high brightness Epson models and were
accompanied with Grandview motorised screens. Crestron DMP
control systems with wall mounted touch screens and Kramer VIA
Connect Pro wireless collaboration devices provided for wireless
device connection in each training room. New Polycom 310 Group
VC systems with microphone ceiling arrays in addition to new 65” LG
FHD commercial wall mounted displays were also installed.

Audio Visual Showcase
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Caydon Property Group
Client : Caydon Property Group
Date : December 2015
Products : Epson EB-G6970WU Projectors

Our Epson G-Series projector’s enhanced the user experience with
seamless panoramic, multi-screen images, blending projection edges
by matching colour and brightness. The projectors take edge blending one step further with curved surface and corner wall support to
further enhance the visual. In this scenario, two Epson EB-G6970WU
projectors were configured to create a horizontal blend while a third
projector – projecting against the west wall – delivered a standalone
image, programmed via premium-grade software to perfect a seamless blend.
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Carey Baptist Grammar School
Client : Carey Baptist Grammar School

A new 4 x 2.5 metre VuePix 3.9mm pixel pitch LED video wall instal-

Sec. 02

lation takes centre stage at Carey Grammar School’s new QUAD

Vision One Technologies has been ser-

Our showpiece solution is at Carey

vicing the education industry (primary,

Baptist Grammar School’s Centre for

secondary and K-12 schools) for almost

Innovation and Learning. Here, you’ll

20 years. With everything from meet-

find everything from LED video walls,

ing room projection and boardroom

edge-blending and floor projection

touchscreens to open-space video

to interactive touchscreens, digital

walls, curved projection and edge-

signage displays and Fusion-powered,

blending, Vision One has a solution for

Crestron-controlled classrooms and

any project and every budget.

learning spaces.

Date : January 2017

space. In addition, two GIAX large column speakers were custom
integrated on either side of the video wall. The system is powered

Building : Centre for Innovation & Learning

by a Crestron DMP control system and 10” and 7” touch screen.
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Carey Baptist Grammar School
The showpiece of Carey Grammar School’s Centre for Learning &

Super short throw lenses provided the image sizes required to fill

Other spaces throughout the CLI building include: Samsung 95” large

Products : Floor Projection, VuePix LED Wall,

Innovation (CLI) building is the Imaginarium Alpha room. Originally

out the spaces across the wide convex wall surface. The entire space

screen LED display & Crestron 5” touch screen – United Nations

Epson Edge-Blending, Vivi, Samsung Touch-

designed to provide students and staff with a space where they

is powered by a Crestron 16x16 matrix system and control is via a

Room; Samsung 84” large screen LED display & Crestron 5” touch

screens, Crestron Control, Digital Signage

could interact with new and exciting innovative technology, the

Crestron 20” touch screen display. Any source can be streamed to

screen – Boardroom; Samsung 75” interactive & non-interactive LED

Imaginarium literally does allow for the space to be used in many

any individual projected image, or all four if required.

displays with Crestron 5” touch screen – classroom and learning

varying applications, limited only by the users ‘imagination’. Four

Audio throughout the space provides great support for the moving

spaces; Samsung 95” large screen LED display, 65” LED display, 3x

Epson G Series edge-blend technology projectors were used to cre-

images, and is powered by six Crestron ceiling mounted pendant

40” displays & Crestron 7” & 5” touch screens – De’ Young Centre

ate the super wide 7680x1080 pixel format images.

speakers and a sub-woofer.

for Performing Arts building – Entrance Foyer & Motion Floor Projection.
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Wooranna Park Primary School
Client : Wooranna Park Primary School
Date : May 2018
Products : VuePix Outdoor LED Video Wall Display, RGBLink VENUS X-1, Ultralift Perspex Cover

Situated in the Melbourne suburb of Dandenong North, Wooranna
Park Primary School has been compared to Disneyland by the Herald
Sun and excels in fostering a creative, interactive and innovative
teaching and learning environment for each of its students. The
school transforms learning into an adventure for its diverse, multicultural community – a mission statement only further exemplified
by the recent unveiling of their state-of-the-art VuePix Outdoor LED
Video Wall Display.
We installed a VuePix 10mm pixel pitch video wall – that measures
in at approximately 2.3m wide x 1.5m high – to fit the previously vacant wall space on the administration building’s exterior. Content is
distributed via a laptop and an RGBLink Venus-X1 Scaler. To provide
protection against vandalism and weather/environment damage,
Ultralift Australia manufactured a custom-built Perspex frame and
bracketing structure to attach seamlessly to the front of the outdoor
LED wall.
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Xavier College
Client : Xavier College
Date : March 2016
Products : BenQ Touchscreens, Epson Interactive Projectors, Hitachi Touchscreens

Vision One partnered with Xavier College across their Senior and
Junior Campus’ in Kew and their Kostka Hall Campus in Brighton.
We installed BenQ 70” and Hitachi 75” touchscreens with soundbars
across multiple classrooms. Epson interactive projection works have
been ongoing at the school with over 60 classrooms in total boasting
Epson’s flagship interactive product.
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Westbourne Grammar School
Client : Westbourne Grammar School
Date : January 2017
Products : Epson G-Series, LG LX & LW Series
Displays, Kramer VIA Connect Pro & RTI Control

Westbourne Grammar’s Junior School space is a stunning example of
modern and contemporary learning at the primary education level.
We installed two 55” displays, two 65” displays on trolleys and an
interactive projector on a corner wall. All displays received a local
and global input connection. Each video source is controllable via an
RTI iPad while in-ceiling speakers completed the solution.
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Westbourne Grammar School
Client : Westbourne Grammar School
Date : January 2016
Products : Samsung Interactive Touch Screen
Display Panels & BrightSign Media Players

16 classrooms were fitted with Samsung 65” interactive touchscreens in this state-of-the-art learning centre. Each classroom was
welcomed by Samsung 32” LED displays mounted in portrait mode
while three 75” LED displays were fitted in the open space. There
are six parent/student entrances to the building, each showcasing a
40” display mounted in portrait mode at the front of a window.
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Ave Maria College
Client : Ave Maria College
Date : November 2013 - June 2017
Products : Samsung Slim Bezel Commercial LED
Video Wall, d&b Column Speakers & RTI Control

Ave Maria College solidified their status as an education technology
leader with the unveiling of their state-of-the-art video wall and
audio solution. Vision One technicians installed two 2x2 video walls,
made up of 8 55” Samsung slim bezel commercial LED panels.
Ultralift custom enclosures were built and installed to provide security and protection against stray balls. Additionally, an equipment
rack at the far side Bio Box was equipped with a Blu-Ray player and
PC and laptop connection. An additional laptop connection was also
made available on the front stage, providing multiple PC and video
source point options. The audio solution comprised of two high
fidelity d&b Column Speakers and DSP processers, while each wall’s
source selection, switching and volume control is commandered by
two iPad RTI control systems. In addition, two 55” semi-commercial
LG displays were implemented for use as foldback monitors above
the stage, allowing for distinguished guests and stage-seated staff to
view all video wall content from a central location.
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Ave Maria College
Client : Ave Maria College
Date : January 2016 & December 2017
Products : Clevertouch Interactive Touch Screen
Display Panels & BrightSign Media Players

Ave Maria College’s Mary Wing was built for technology. A combination of Epson interactive projectors and Clevertouch interactive
touchscreen were fitted in each classroom while the Science Room
boasted a RoboSHOT-powered live-streaming and monitoring platform, supported by two 55” displays and projection. An 85” display
panel and Vivi wireless collaboration devices were also installed.
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Al Taqwa College
Client : Al Taqwa College

An Epson G-Series projector and 160” motorised projection screen
highlighted Al Taqwa College’s new Exam Space. Two AXIR column

Date : April 2017

speakers and subwoofer with an Audac mixing console was also
installed to create the ideal sonic setup for presentations and audio

Products : Epson G-Series, 160” Screen, Audac
Column Speakers, Sub and Mixing Console

Melbourne High School
Client : Melbourne High School

Melbourne High School opted for a solution for their ‘classroom of
the future’ that included four Samsung 55” LED commercial displays

Date Published : August 2016

in a single ‘learning-pod-styled’ classroom environment. Each display is fitted with a Vivi wireless streaming device and is controlled

Products : Samsung 55” Display, Vivi Wireless
Collaboration Device, Crestron Control System

centrally via a Crestron wall mounted touch screen.

playback.

Partners in AV/T
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RELATIONSHIPS
The truth is, anyone can sell you an

We take pride in providing schools

integrated audio visual solution. But

and businesses with solutions that

can anyone provide you with a level of

will more than adequately meet their

sales-support that leaves you smil-

expectations and requirements. And al-

ing with each visit? We’re extensively

though our products & services can be

committed to the research and imple-

sourced from a number of companies

mentation of emerging technologies,

out in the market place, our attention

ensuring that our customers are at the

to customer service excellence and on-

forefront of the technology universe.

going support can rarely be matched.
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Whittlesea Secondary College
Date : July 2017

Seven new classrooms were fitted out with Epson interactive projection solutions, including JED keypad controllers and speakers. The
open space area included a large Hitachi high brightness projector,
3.2 metre Grandview screen, speakers, and a JED controller.

Explorers Early Learning Centre
Date : November 2015

Two LG 43” commercial display panels were installed in both the
main hallway and staff area while BrightSign HD222 networked digital signage media players were configured to deploy signage content
to each respective display panel.
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Copperfield College
Client : Copperfield College
Date : May 2017
Products : Epson Z-Series Projector, Australian
Monitor Loud Speakers, Ultralift Cages

A 9,200 ANSI lumens Epson Z-Series WXGA Projector stole the show
at Copperfield College, King’s Park Campus. With a throw of 15
metres, the projector was installed in a durable Ultralift Protective Wall Cage/Bracket while a Perspex Lens Protection Cover was
custom-manufactured and installed to the cage’s open front panel.
A Grandview 160” Motorised Smart Screen was installed to a custom
bracketing system while a JED T440 Projector Keypad Controller was
fitted for volume and projection control. Australian Monitor XDS 12
Surface Mounted Loud Speakers were installed on either side of the
projection screen and equipped inside Ultralift custom-built Speaker
Protection Cages, shielding the equipment from stray balls and
potential damage. A Rack Mounted Chiayo QR Series Dual Handheld
Microphone System, Australian Monitor AMH2400 Powered Amplifier and an Australian Monitor MX61 Mixer was installed as part of
the audio system to generate the perfect sound output for presentations and audio playback.
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Corpus Christi School
Date : September 2015

Whittlesea Secondary College
Date : June 2017

The Open Learning Centre at Corpus Christi School in Kingsville saw

Epson EB-600 Series Finger-Touch Interactive Projectors touched

the introduction of a new cross-collaboration, dual display interac-

down at Whittlesea Secondary College’s new learning centre. We

tive learning space. We Installed two Samsung 65” interactive touch-

fitted seven classrooms with these best-selling ultra short throw

screens on Chief heavy duty 360° swivel/swing brackets. The goal

projectors, integrating all visual components with hearing augmen-

was to provide a solution that would allow for each display panel to

tation and audio playback infrastructure. Designed for today’s BYOD

be used as both an isolated collaboration room and a dual display

classroom, the Epson EB-600 series takes classroom collaboration

presentation space. An audio system comprising of 7 flush-mounted

further. Offering 3x Higher Colour Brightness than competitive mod-

in-ceiling speakers with a 120w mixer amplifier was installed to

els, Epson 3LCD projectors and displays ensure bright, vivid images.

provide audio coverage for the entire Open Learning Centre. Each

Plus, its lamp lasts up to 10,000 hours in ECO Mode!

display is individually controlled via the use of a JED T460 controller.
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Chelsea Heights Primary School
Date : April 2017
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Toorak College
Date : April 2016

We went BIG at Chelsea Heights Primary School with a 180” mo-

Lecture theatres in schools can sometimes be outdated and cumber-

torised screen and an NEC PA672WG. The projector was installed

some in operation. Such was the case for the staff at Toorak College

inside a heavy-duty Ultralift cage while six Soundtube HP890i High

in Mt Eliza, who had been constantly battling with systems that of-

Power Open-Ceiling Speakers hung from the ceiling beams to create

ten didn’t offer practicality, whilst trying to integrate high resolution

a diverse and functional coverage of sound. A CD/USB/Bluetooth

digital display with antiquated, analogue technology. The solution?

playback device and two handheld microphone systems were also

A complete visual upgrade to a modern and seamless digital solu-

installed and configured inside a 12RU equipment rack. A Bluegum

tion. Older analogue equipment including projector & screen were

Presentation Lectern with gooseneck microphone was installed at

replaced with new high resolution, high brightness WXGA technol-

the front of the gymnasium. Perforated cable wrap was positioned

ogy while a custom presentation lectern housed all equipment,

around XLR and HDMI cables from the lectern to the wall plate,

including the school’s dedicated PC. A 19” PC monitor is integrated

offering a neat, tidy and unobtrusive installation solution.

into the lectern and acts as a viewer foldback system.
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Camberwell Girls Grammar School
Date : May 2018

PLACES OF WORSHIP

functionality from the touch of a keypad. An Epson Document Camera, and an audio system comprising of a ceiling amplifier, and 4x

projector on a wall-mount. A PTZ Optics PTZ Ceiling Mounted Camera was installed above a science work bench, offering 20x zoom

8” flush mount ceiling speakers completed the solution. A Crestron
TSW-760 touch screen wall mounted media presentation controller
was installed to allow users to control the system from the front.

Sec. 03

Our works included the supply and installation of an Epson EB-700U

Aesthetics, unobtrusiveness and

Not only can we polish a place of

uninterrupted performance are our

worship from its inception, but we’re

priorities in all our church, chapel and

always here and happy to repair and

mosque fit-outs. Whether it’s projec-

modify any existing and underperform-

tion or display technology you’re after,

ing infrastructure. Stuck with antiquat-

our multi-functional turnkey solutions

ed analogue technology? Give us a call

are perfect for any worship environ-

and we’ll bump you up to a world of

ment.

digital in no time!
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Pascoe Vale Church of Christ
Date : April 2017

Victoria Funerals
Date : November 2016

We concealed an NEC P401WG behind a bulkhead in this stunning

LG Semi-Commercial Displays were the featurette as part of this

church in Melbourne’s north. A Grandview 103” Deluxe Pull Down

Chapel makeover. Both display screens - installed at the front of

Screen was installed above the baptistery while a JED T440 projector

the altar - presented duplicated images of all source content. To

keypad controller was installed for volume and projector control.

create a seamless and assuaged environment, Vision One installed

An audio system comprising of two Audac VEX08 Surface Mounted

a Biamp Nexia PM Series DSP. The Nexia DSP was programmed to

Speakers and an Audac SMA350 4-channel power amplifier with

deliver an automated cross-fade feature, smoothing the transition

in-built DSP (integrated with an existing 12-channel mixing console)

between each audio switch. A Blu-Ray Player & BrightSign LS423

created the ideal sonic setup for presentations and audio playback

Media Player was installed to provide additional sources while an

to counter the space’s heavy reverberation. A 6RU Audac equip-

RTi controlled iPad was supplied and programmed to provide global

ment rack was installed at the rear of the Chapel, housing an HDMI

system control.

extender kit and assoicated audio cabling.
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Sec. 04

GOVERNMENT
The truth is, anyone can sell you an

We take pride in providing schools

integrated audio visual solution. But

and businesses with solutions that

can anyone provide you with a level of

will more than adequately meet their

sales-support that leaves you smil-

expectations and requirements. And al-

ing with each visit? We’re extensively

though our products & services can be

committed to the research and imple-

sourced from a number of companies

mentation of emerging technologies,

out in the market place, our attention

ensuring that our customers are at the

to customer service excellence and on-

forefront of the technology universe.

going support can rarely be matched.
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Frankston City Council
Date : February 2015

After installing and updating the projection system in the chambers
many years ago, Frankston City Council wanted to move away from
projection and into new LED digital technologies. The brief was to
remove the projection system, and upgrade to a high end video wall.
The wall was comprised of 4x Samsung thin bezel LED displays in
a 2x2 format, matching the size of the previous projected images,
but greatly enhancing the quality and resolution far beyond those
that could be provided for by projection technology. Two additional
Samsung 48” display panels were installed as foldback monitors to
the rear of the space, duplicating the video wall’s content.
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Galada Community Centre
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DFATS - DHHS

Client : City of Whittlesea

Client : DFATS - DHHS

Date : March 2017

Date : June 2017

Products : Epson G-Series, 180” Motorised Screen,

Products : Hitachi Projector, Grandview 130” Mo-

SoundTube Speakers, Chiayo Microphones

torised Screen, Ceiling Speakers & Mixer/Amp

Epson’s G-Series 7,500 ANSI Lumens projector stole the show at the

The Disability Forensic Assessment and Treatment Service (DFATS)

City of Whittlesea’s new Galada Community Centre. Complimented

in Fairfield equipped their meeting room with Epson’s new EB-

by a 180” Motorised Smart Screen and two Soundtube SM890i

1460Ui MeetingMate interactive projector. Epsons’ WUXGA, 4,400

Surface Mounted Speakers, this presentation space thrives in high

ANSI lumens projector connects people, technology and ideas into

brightness conditions. A JED T460 controls its operations while

a seamless digital experience, facilitating better communication

Chiayo Wireless Microphones were supplied in a hidden equipment

by turning any whiteboard or flat surface into an interactive area.

rack inside the storage room.

Epson powered speakers were also installed on either side of the
whiteboard for audio playback.
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Yarra Ranges Council
Client : Yarra Ranges Council
Date : February 2016
Products : Crestron DMP-S Matrix Control System, Audio Technica Gooseneck Microphones

This Council Chambers required a complete audio visual and control
system overhaul. The solution included a new high brightness digital
projector, new DSP amplifier and Audio Technica desktop mounted
gooseneck microphones for all councillors. The old control system
was upgraded to a Crestron DMP system that included a 10” and 7”
touch screen.
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State Revenue Office
Client : State Revenue Office

The brief was to simplify the use of the existing systems for all users.
We upgraded from analogue to digital signalling and upgraded all

Date : September 2016

equipment including projectors, screens, and control systems. We
utilised existing Ethernet cables in a floor box to convert and send

Products : Epson EB-G6970WU Projectors

digital (HDMI) signals back to the AV cupboard.
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THANK YOU
We’re driven to deliver you with outstanding
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CONTACT US
We’re always here to ser vice and support you.

Email

Phone

Address

products, ser vices & technology solutions.
info@visionone.com.au
sales@visionone.com.au
We understand that in today’s ever-

We take great pride in our ability to

evolving workspace, each environ-

build relationships, and not merely just

ment provides unique and individual

sell products. So give us a call, prepare

challenges and requires a personalised

the coffee machine and let’s talk about

touch. Our vast range of expertise

how we can transform the technology

provides us the scope to deliver an

at your school, business or place of

‘all-stop-shop’ solution, covering all

worship today!

P : (03) 9467 3777

Suite 21
20 Enterprise Drive
Bundoora, Victoria 3083
Australia

F : (03) 9467 6977

your technology needs at a single point
of call.

Twitter
@visiononeaus

Facebook
facebook.com/visiononeaus

Linkedln

Website

Vision One

www.visionone.com.au

AUDIO VI SUAL SHOWCASE

ww w.v isionone.com

